and wider political processes: the spread of the Cold War, for example. In this manner, archaeological work comprised one of 'the countless struggles' to constitute the meaning of Egyptian decolonization, and unlike certain political narratives, the history of archaeology in Egypt makes clear that the process of defining and dispersing decolonized political power in the country not only occurred from the top down. This process also occurred, perhaps literally, from the ground up as archaeological field work took place. After briefly discussing archaeological representations from Egypt's decolonizing era and discussing the historical background to the practice of archaeology in Egypt, this chapter illustrates this thesis by concentrating on an excavation carried out just south of Cairo in the mid-1950s at the site of Mit Rahina (ancient Memphis). This case study emphasizes the necessity of bringing the role of archaeological work, hitherto barely discussed, into wider discussions about decolonization and the Cold War.
[B] Archaeological Representations in the Egyptian Media
A vastly contradictory set of political spheres engulfed Egypt and its archaeological remains, and representations of archaeological tourism during the period of Egyptian decolonization provide a convenient introduction to them. The drive to attract foreign visitors to Egypt's archaeological sites had long played a role in defining the country's place vis-à-vis the rest of the world. 4 After 1952, this drive would also become a potent indicator of the complexity of Egypt's decolonization narrative, at least in terms of the touristic representations that circulated around Egypt's archaeological spaces and the heterogeneous political narratives to which these representations could be connected. These representations attest to a country with a constantly-and perhaps purposefully-fluid relationship with various political contexts. This complex situation belies the meta-narratives imposed upon Egypt in histories of international relations, and starts to suggest how people actually mediated those meta-narratives, at least in the press. For instance, the Egypt Travel Magazine attempted to attract an Englishspeaking audience to the country. 5 However, the representations contained within the publication also indicate the heterogeneous discourses being mobilized around Rural Improvement Service and the Mit Rahina excavations, the Egyptian government had set up its own land reclamation programme, which it named Tahrir (or 'Liberation') Province. The programme attempted to demonstrate that Egypt could undertake modernization projects without foreign aid, and also undertake them on a large, even totalizing, scale by not only reclaiming land, but also using that process to construct an idealized Egyptian community. As Egypt's new leaders began to reshape the country as a revolutionary nation-state, so the shaping of the land through its reclamation played a vital part in this process, much as it did at Mit Rahina. 34 Thus, beyond the other reasons that played a role in the choice of Mit Rahina, after meeting with Amer, Anthes noted that the 'site anyhow must be done since the area is claimed by the peasants'. 35 The work at Mit Rahina closely fit evolving modernization plans in Egypt. Indeed, Anthes' use of the word 'peasants' aligned closely with this policy, which characterized the peasantry and the land they worked as an object of reform. As in Tahrir Province, that land could now be reclaimed and redistributed for the peasantry's agricultural use. 36 Choosing to work with this Egyptian modernization process was not necessarily problematic per se. However, the diplomatic choice of Mit Rahina as an excavation site caused significant problems, since the land there presented considerable difficulties in terms of its archaeological excavation.
Indeed, the problems that the University Museum team encountered at the site London's Institute of Archaeology, even went so far as to claim that 'there is no method proper to the excavation of a British site which is not applicable -nay, must be applied -to a site in Africa or Asia.' 38 Wheeler subtly suggested that his own stratigraphic technique could be applied exactly where many of the world's decolonizing nations were located, and it thus seems unsurprising that Anthes would later, in 1965, note in relation to Mit Rahina that:
we learned by our own experience the fact which is elementary outside of Egypt, that only a coordinated system of horizontal and vertical cuts [in the ground] is adequate for the understanding of a site which has accumulated under changing living conditions ... 39 Unfortunately, Anthes and his co-workers only realized the applicability of new forms of archaeological stratigraphy at Mit Rahina at the very end of the second excavation season, when the method's inadvertent application in one particular trench allowed them finally to understand the relative chronology of the remains they had uncovered at the site. 40 After two seasons of scrabbling around Mit Rahina, and particularly after a second season during which the team took time to read material that highlighted the importance of stratigraphic sections in understanding complex archaeological remains, a section was eventually applied to the site that helped to make sense of what the team found within their excavation trenches. However, even then the team only applied this section accidentally: one excavation trench at Mit
Rahina was so large that in order to undertake work there it became necessary to leave a central baulk, a 'relief wall', standing inside it until the very last minute. 41 This baulk, when finally prepared for clearance so that the entire trench could be understood as a whole, revealed how the complex assortment of remains in the site had become formed and connected over time. Thus, only after staring at this section did Anthes realize, 'our site now stands in a more significant position with regard to the whole Memphis area than could be realised before.' 42 Only at the end of the second season of work could this claim to authority be made, and only then could the team's expertise be justified.
Indeed, notes made by Anthes make clear that despite efforts to assert the University Museum's control, in addition to Western ideals, at Mit Rahina, local cultural forms seem to have consistently made themselves felt during the excavation.
On-site practices reinforced Egyptian working hierarchies that had developed over the previous few decades. Indeed, Anthes' inadvertent success at the site at the end of the second season, and also his connected hope for improved work there, won him little institutional favour under these circumstances. 48 The work at Mit Rahina seemed not to have produced anything of much value, whether in terms of artefacts or in terms of appropriately trained Egyptians.
The attitude behind this cancellation also demonstrated a striking disconnect from changing Egyptian discussions about antiquities, which emphasized that
Egyptian relations with the wider world were as influenced by fields like archaeology as political practice more generally. In particular, these discussions, reflecting the manner in which US-style practices at Mit Rahina had failed to counter various On some level, then, archaeology adds little new insight to the story of Egyptian decolonization: the course of archaeological events seems to reflect political meta-narratives of the era more generally. However, events at Mit Rahina illustrate the particular ways in which this meta-narrative could emerge: in this reading, failure in cooperative fieldwork contributed to the path of Egyptian decolonization as much as events surrounding the Suez Canal. In a different, more successful, situation, the Museum may have kept working at the site, and the development programme it attempted to put into practice may have been implemented. The realities of decolonization in Egypt thus did not come about in as straightforward a manner as has otherwise been suggested, hinting that a more nuanced historical investigation of this historical period is necessary.
